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An Economic Analysis of New Zealand’s 
Conservation Strategies

recent publication from the New Zealand Business Roundtable titled Con
servation Strategies for New Zealand, and written for die Tasman Institute
)y Peter Hartley, an Australian-born economist at Rice University, Texas, 

briefly produced ripples of unease through New Zealand conservation circles. It 
was publicly dismissed by most conserv ation groups and Department of Conserva
tion (DoC). Even Dr Nick Smith, the Minister of Conservation, condemned the 
report in the very week that his foreword to the government department’s annual 
report noted that the conservation agenda included ‘encouraging public participa
tion in conservation’ (DoC, 1997a).

Despite its importance, the debate about the publication appears to have 
stopped. No one has challenged the assertion by DoC senior managers ‘that while 
economics has much to oiler conservation ... this report ... has nothing positive to 
contribute’ (DoC, 1997b). Is this the case? An analysis of conservation in New 
Zealand, of the contents of the book and of the reaction to it demonstrates the diffi
culties and conflicts that hinder effective conservation.

Conservation in New Zealand

like many other parts of the world, New Zealand is continuing to lose biodiversity 
(MIT, 1997), has no biodiversity or sustainability strategy and little knowledge of 
natural capital, and lacks the accountability measures to ensure that it could achieve 
diese goals if it had diem. As with all island nations, biodiversity loss and degrada
tion in New Zealand are more rapid dian on larger land masses, and so require 
prompt and flexible management responses. Superficially, die New Zealand gov
ernment can claim to have shown leadership on a range of issues; one of die most 
striking is die reservation (protection) of more dian 30 per cent of die country’s 
land area for conservation. But most agencies and die general public fail to appre
ciate diat this measure is ‘greenwash’, in diat it ignores die continuing decline in 
biodiversity across more dian 95 per cent of diis public conserv ation estate.

DoC is a government agency charged under the Conservation Act 1987 widi 
‘die preservation and protection of natural and historic resources for die purposes 
of maintaining dieir intrinsic values, providing for dieir appreciation and recrea-
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tional enjoyment by the public and safeguarding die options of future generations’. 
Since its formation in 1987, its budget has been gradually declining, though it has 
been recendy supplemented for tagged projects such as possum control and visitor 
safety. Its many deficiencies are usually attributed to inadequate funding. Regular 
calls by conservation non-governments organisations (NGOs) for additional gov
ernment finance have been largely ineffective.

Since die fiscal crises of die 1980s, New Zealand has undertaken reforms diat 
aim to reduce die role of government and increase die responsibilities of commu
nities, agencies and private individuals. Conservation remains one of die few areas 
where no split has been introduced between die funders of government services and 
die agencies diat supply diem.

DoC was formed by an amalgamation of staff from sections of previous gov
ernment departments including diose responsible for national parks and reserves 
(Lands & Survey), native protection and former production forests (Forest Service) 
and large animal biodiversity (Wildlife Service). Each group brought a pre-existing 
mentality into the new organisation, whose overall approach was to separate die pro
tection aspects of die old departments from die exploitative aspects (land develop
ment, extraction forestry and game control). The new department resolved die un
easy alliance of resource extraction and destruction widi protection, but enjoyed 
only a limited capacity to raise money. The established mindset viewed people as 
the problem radier dian die solution, and certainly not as customers. A strong cul
ture emerged of lock-up protection witii command and control management.

DoC has often examined its performance and attempted to redefine and en
hance its role. For example, in 1992 it began to ask stall and associates wbat diey 
wanted and what diey diought was wrong. Maori wanted an active or sustainable 
approach to conservation radier dian a passive lock-up approach. Associates 
(NGOs, councils, and government departments) had a ‘poor’ image of DoC, seeing 
it as ‘overprotective ... driven by die certainty diat it was always right ... bureau
cratic, impractical and out of touch widi reality’ (DoC, 1992:7). Neighbours of the 
public conservation estate observed diat DoC advocated ‘protection’ on private land 
while neglecting nearby parts of die conservation estate. The DoC management 
team argued diat ‘efficiency and accountability are essential but these are not always 
appropriate as core criteria’ (DoC, 1992:5). The result was a restructuring (one of 
many) aimed at enhancing DoC’s focus on protection of biodiversity and ecosystem 
processes along widi a commitment to share responsibilities widi a wide range of 
organisations, groups and individuals. Yet diis apparendy bold and self-searching 
initiative appears to have resulted in litde change.

Early in 1994, Anne Stewart and I pointed out diat DoC’s annual reports ap
peared to dwell on actions rather dian outcomes, which made it difficult to calculate 
conservation benefits. We argued that conservation benefited from a business ap
proach and that emphasising die legislative requirement of actions for ‘intrinsic val
ues and for future generations’ minimised accountability since die chosen custom
ers had no voice (Craig & Stewart, 1994:165). We also stressed diat current actions 
were not even maintaining existence values, since protection was implemented
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largely through benign neglect. Our views were strongly influenced by a nationwide 
public survey that was published subsequently (Craig et ah, 1995).

1 he eradication of kiore in 1993 from Tiritiri Matangi Island brought me into 
direct contact with the coercive aspects of DoC’s conservation management, a factor 
consistendy raised by Maori (see Taiepa et al., 1997). The island had been restored 
dirough replanting and reintroduction of rare fauna by massive community efforts 
initiated long belore die establishment ol DoC. Even diough several Maori com
munities had requested a moratorium on kiore eradications (Roberts, 1995), DoC 
urged Supporters of Tiritiri to provide finance for an aerial drop of poison. When 
confronted in a meeting widi the request diat tunnels be used radier dian an aerial 
chop in order to reduce incidental kills ol rare birds and to allow long-term research 
programmes to continue, die DoC officials argued for net conservation benefit. For 
them, short-term kills ol some highly threatened and some common species would 
not direaten long-term viability and would provide major conservation benefits. 
They dismissed as irrelevant research programmes on die island, which is classified 
as a scientific reserve. Alter direatening to ‘close die island to die public’ and ‘to 
Prevent all future translocations of animals’ if resistance continued, die DoC offi
cials got dieir way. Kiore were eradicated, die predicted loss of birds occurred 
(including the near-eradication of one species), and tens of diousands of dollars in
vested in independently financed conservation science were wasted. While die 
long-term lesult will be beneficial, die short-term result was unnecessarily destruc
tive.

I he 1995 tragedy at Cave Creek, where die collapse of a DoC-made viewing 
platform killed 14 people, profoundly influenced die approach of DoC, which im
mediately became preoccupied with responsibility and customer safety. The costs 
ol diis change ol priorities lurdier stretched a declining budget. Hampered by a 
parliament directive that lree access meant lree use, DoC was unable to recoup die 
additional costs ol structure safety. Against the general trend towards user charges 
and c loser targeting ol welfare, taxpayers are in effect subsidising international tour
ists and local users predominantly Irom higher income brackets.

In 1997 New Zealand’s first comprehensive report on die state of die environ
ment appeared (MfE, 1997). It highlights die appalling state of die country’s biodi
versity and die continuing decline in bodi ‘protected and unprotected’ areas. Intro- 
du( ed herbivores, especially possum, goats and deer, are destroying die structure of 
forests and odier ecosystems; while introduced predatory mammals, especially 
mustelids, ship rats and feral cats, are destroying much of die wildlife. In its re
cently published five-year plan, DoC (1998) reports dial it has programmes in place 
to control sustainably possum and goats on approximately 15 per cent of die public 
conservation estate, which it hopes to increase to 25 per cent by 2000. The remain
ing area ol more dian 5m hectares of at-risk ecosystems is left to decline further, 
while viitually die whole estate is widiout protection from mammalian predators. 
These predators are wiping out birds and insects diat are the main pollinators and 
seed dispersers, dius threatening New Zealand’s forests and New Zealanders’ ability
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to experience functioning native ecosystems with most native species in more than 
relic densities.

like much of the world until the late 1980s, New Zealand’s approach to evalu
ating conservation relative to oilier activities relied on special value judgments rather 
than a mix of values, including economic ones. Consequently, the debate is pre
dominantly political (three major conservation NGOs maintain head offices in 
Wellington, the political capital). The inevitable result, as Costanza et al. 
(1997:253) stress, is that ‘because ecosystem goods and services are not fully cap
tured in quantified terms comparable to economic services and manufactured capi
tal, they are often given too little weight in policy decisions. This neglect may ulti
mately compromise the sustainability of humans in the biosphere’.

Peter Hartley’s Contribution

Peter Hartley’s book provides the first economic analysis of conservation strategies 
in New Zealand. As such, it could be seen as an extremely valuable aid to the Min
ister’s objective of ‘advancing the view diat conservation is an investment’ (DoC, 
1997a:5). But it is important to realise at the outset that the book is not a complete 
or even a balanced analysis. The research was undertaken without any official co
operation from DoC. Hartley responds to the defensive reaction by DoC officials 
to his project by observing that ‘DoC is a public organisation, not a secret one ... 
therefore, DoC has to be accountable to the people of New Zealand for its actions’ 
(1997:27). The greatest strength of the book is its remarkable breadth. It clearly 
establishes many of the dimensions of the much-needed debate on conservation in 
New Zealand.

Hartley bases his evaluation on a selection of published documents from DoC 
(although he failed to reference many important policy documents such as the Con
servation Management Strategies), and personal discussions and impressions re
ceived while travelling throughout the country visiting both the public conservation 
estate and the few private conservation enterprises. He examines the issues of legis
lation, structure and efficiency of government conservation; the possible role of 
greater non-government participation in conservation, including the role of markets 
(the ability of customers to dictate priorities through a willingness to pay directly); 
and ways to enhance conservation objectives on private land. He also examines 
Maori development and issues of historic heritage management. He only superfi
cially addresses the multitude of externalities that allow parts of the business sector 
(especially farming, fishing and forestry) to avoid conservation (and sustainability) 
activities.

History and context. Chapter 1 covers the state of the New Zealand environment 
and the history of the public conservation estate and government reforms that led to 
the formation of DoC. Hartley then provides an overview of environmental man
agement structures and the functions of DoC, public perceptions of DoC, and the 
importance of the Treaty of Waitangi. He comments on the overwhelmingly nega
tive reception he received as a representative of business from most individuals and
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groups associated with conservation. (Nowhere does he consider the current diffi
cult relationship between the conservation movement and business in New Zea
land.)

Resource allocation. Chapter 2 deals widi markets, politics and voluntary activity. 
It sets out the broad dimensions of the current debate of government reform. Con
servation, like many environmental issues, involves publicly owned resources the 
costs of use and abuse of which are hidden under the guise of being everyone’s 
birthright. Contrasting die fate of moa and fishing with that of owned agricultural 
stock, Hartley points to die advantages of property rights in which privileges and 
responsibilides are clearly defined. He also contrasts market power (where indi
viduals can pay for resources or services) with political power (where politically ac
ceptable groups influence but where governments decide and provide, as is current 
m conservation). Some markets are inefficient because controlling access is difficult 
and free riding is possible; air and water pollution are salient examples of such in
efficiency. The current lack of markets precludes informed discussion.

Hardey notes the considerable contribution of voluntary activity in conserva
tion, even though it is sometimes subjected to bureaucratic obstruction. He con
cludes diat community management of initiatives such as Tiritiri Island can enhance 
conservation outcomes at less cost to government. The lack of references to the 
considerable effort diat some DoC staff are putting into fostering voluntary conser
vation in New Zealand probably stems from communication barriers erected by 
DoC senior management.

Competing uses for natural resources. Chapter 3 analyses die difficult wording of 
conservation legislation. The idea of ‘intrinsic value’ is problematic and self- 
contradictory, die law needs to be reworded so as to refer to a measurable value 
(examples of which are suggested). Quotations from DoC and non-DoC writers on 
conservation management reveal die contrast between the former’s internally fo
cused criteria and die latter’s clearly articulated and customer-focused objectives that 
allow effective targeting of conservation resources. Removing references to 
intrinsic value from die Conservation Act and placing die DoC-administered pub

lic conservation estate under die strictures of die Resource Management Act would 
gready enhance conservation. This signals die importance of the philosophical de
bate about whether conservation is better promoted through protection (as under 
die Conservation Act) or dirough sustainable use (as under the Resource Manage
ment Act).

The inefficiency ol political decision-making in conservation is illustrated with 
die example of Kaimanawa horses and contrasted widi the example of efficient pri
vate high-country conservation where sheep direaten tussock ecosystems. In both 
situations, control of a grazer enhanced survival of native plant communities but 
politics dominated where a government agency was involved. Additional topics in
clude maintaining conservation values dirough multiple use, integration of conser
vation widi odier economic goals, minimising cost by using local knowledge
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(especially of Maori), and ensuring continuing management rather than lock-up ne
glect.

Achieving conservation goals. Hartley argues in Chapter 4 that all resource alloca
tion decisions should take into account not only relevant environmental costs and 
benefits but also the costs and benefits of alternative uses of conservation land. 
Conservation of natural resources, to be achieved, needs to be integrated into eco
nomic decision-making. Given that there is no asset valuation of the public conser
vation estate that includes biodiversity, use, heritage and economic values used by 
groups such as Parks Victoria, Auckland Regional Council and New Plymouth Dis
trict Council, Hartley’s demand for accountable resource allocations among re
serves is timely. No private organisation could survive with such a limited under
standing of its assets or monitoring systems.

Hardey observes that DoC gives the protection of intrinsic values a higher prior
ity than customer satisfaction. Since no objectives are declared and no cost-benefit 
analyses are undertaken, coherent policy-making is impossible. Hartley argues for 
consideration of net conservation benefit rather than simplistic justifications based 
on absolute rules determined by die values of government officials. The use of 
concessions and contract services suggests a largely ad hoc approach diat focuses 
more on minimising risk or ‘maximising revenue’ (DoC, 1998:56) dian on maximis
ing conservadon benefit. The esdmated NZ$44in spent annually on subsidising 
visitor services should be reduced.

Hardey quesdons DoC’s ready acceptance of parliament’s insistence diat legis- 
ladon requiring free access to areas m:uiaged by DoC means diat they must be free 
to users. There is considerable debate on efficient allocadon of visitor facilides and 
die value of obtaining customer profiles at die dme of paying, a common praedee in 
US parks. The currendy inadequate informadou on customers and dieir needs is a 
likely cause of untargeted and often inefficient and inappropriate service provision. 
Hardey argues for charging users of die public conservadon estate and for large 
fines for trespass, but suggests ways of charging New Zealand taxpayers and regular 
users less dian tourists.

Hardey acknowledges diat some people appreciate nature indireedy (diat is, 
widiout ever visidng it), and diat this jusdfies some public subsidy; but it does not 
jusdfy monopolistic public supply of conserv ation value or prov iding it free to direct 
consumers of it.

The book refers to some examples of die greater conservation benefits diat flow 
from ownership of, and striedy controlled markets in, wildlife than from trade bans 
diat lead to black markets. However, it does not broach die logically related issue 
of customary harvest by Maori and die farming of native radier dian introduced 
species: a seemingly contentious topic diat requires wider debate. It similarly does 
not mention diat DoC issue permits for killing animals diat others would pay to 
keep in captivity if DoC allowed diem to.
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Private conservation. Chapter 5 covers the benefits ol private as opposed to gov
ernment provision ol conservation, and ouUines three successful examples of pri
vately run ecotourism ventures widi conservation benefits (Ngai Tahu Whalewatch
ing, Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust, and Wainui Conservation Reserve). Earth Sanctu
aries in Australia is discussed at length. 1 liese studies lead to die strong conclusion 
diat NGOs can produce conservation values viably, but dieir operations are fre
quently frustrated by government competition and bureaucracy.

Hardey argues diat taxpayer subsidy ol government conservadon deters private 
investment in conservadon services. He concludes diat some form of private own
ership, or at least private management, should be considered where government 
land is primarily used for tourism and recreadon, has local volunteer groups dedi
cated to its conservadon, is most suitable for multiple land use or is primarily of 
interest to Maori.

Net conservation trades. Chapter 6 considers issues of muldple land use, sequen- 
dal land use (such as mining followed by restoration), and offsets (where potential 
users ol conservadon land eidier purchase higher-value conservadon land or pro
vide finance diat allows management to provide greater conservadon outcomes 
Irom the area). Cases are cited of conservadon groups unsuccessfully fighting for 
absolute conservadon gains when compromise would have provided considerable 
benefits. Hardey concludes diat die current situation in New Zealand where com
pensation for conservadon activities on private land does not occur and where ac
tivities on die public conservation estate do not have to be justified in economic 
terms gready reduces conservation outcomes everywhere.

Hie structure and performance o f  DoC. Quoting published evaluations of gov
ernment reforms and die performance of DoC, Hardey stresses in Chapter 7 die 
inefficiencies of a department which, as one attendee of die launch of die book said, 
can act as bodi poacher and game keeper’. Furthermore, its multitude of functions

policy, advocacy, service provision, management of natural and historic re
sources means dial die provision ol quality in one area often compromises qual
ity in another. Arguing diat conservation is predominandy a local issue, Hardey 
advocates a complete restructuring of DoC. Policy and advocacy should be split 
lrom service provision, and historic and natural resource management should be 
separated. Moreover, private conservation providers should be able to compete for 
government conservation funds. Reforms should focus on outcomes, including 
customer services, radier dian 1 unctions, and so reflect die current internal structure 
of DoC (DoC, 1993).

All public conservation lands should be reclassified according to simpler and 
international criteria such as diose of die International Union for die Conservation 
of Nature (IUCN). Moreover, diere should be a capital charge on all public lands 
(returned to DoC) to encourage evaluation of alternative uses, and die sale of land 
widi minimal conservation values. Suggestions for performance criteria and 
benchmarking are ollered and compared widi current reporting procedures. The
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suggested changes are supported with little detail, but are in accordance with gov
ernment restructuring elsewhere.

Maori development and conservation. The long-term disadvantaged status of 
Maori is outlined in Chapter 8, and issues of welfare and anti-discrimination are 
discussed in an international context. Noting die failure of external assistance 
through welfare and anti-discrimination legislation, Hartley argues, in line with cur
rent government dunking, diat an economic base under Maori control should be 
considered. A conservadon estate could provide an opportunity to establish a net
work of Maori property rights and, in accordance with Maori calls (see for example 
Taiepa et al., 1997), a true Treaty of Waitangi partnership as required in law. Cir
cumstances would determine whedier management was undertaken solely by Maori 
or in partnership widi odier service providers (such as DoC, universities, or Crown 
Research Institutes). As Hartley (1997:460) concludes, ‘outright Maori ownership 
of conservadon assets —  widi appropriate reguladon —  represents a far more equal 
reladonship dian die set of (revocable) promises by die Department of Conserva
don to “do die right diing” by Maori concerns’. At die dme of wridng, a Maori 
group is camping on DoC-managed land at Lake Waikarimoana protesdng against 
alleged inadequacies in conservadon management. In view of die inidadves in co
management widi indigenous people undertaken in Australia and Canada, New 
Zealand clearly lags in diis area.

Historic and cultural heritage. Hartley concludes diat public ownership is not nec
essary for heritage preservadon. Indeed, removal of die current disincendves for 
heritage protecdon would be part of a useful strategy.

Reactions to the Book

Reacdons to die book were swift and largely predictable. In a press release issued 
on 18 December 1997, die Minister of Conservadon ‘rejected’ die report, claiming 
it was ‘based on greed and exploitadon’. He claimed diat ‘charging for access ... 
would deprive thousands of New Zealanders of dieir birthright ... free public access 
is a core concept ... and is here to stay’. He announced diat he would soon ‘launch 
DoC’s new business plan that would deliver more for conservadon dian the purist 
ideology of die Business Roundtable’. Additional comments about die privatisation 
of named locations and species (which are not mentioned in the book) and the sub
sequent release of die five-year plan suggest diat die comment was ill-informed or 
meant to misinform.

DoC briefed its minister, its senior managers and ‘interested stakeholder 
groups’ on the contents of die book before its release. The brief (DoC, 1997b) 
contained die more contentious issues and took liberties in providing new and ex
treme examples. None of the rationale or justification for Hartley’s recommenda
tions was cited. Conservation groups, such as Forest & Bird and Environmental & 
Conservation Organisations, immediately went to press without reading the book, 
condemning suggestions such as entry fees and large fines for trespass, even though,
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as Roger Kerr (1998) points out, these same groups made no comment when DoC 
introduced large fines lor using DoC huts widiout paying associated fees.

I he ministerial briel lurther argues diat die Resource Management Act and die 
Conservation Act are ‘not resource allocadon mechanisms’ as claimed in die book, 
but are dicre ‘to ensure diat die land is managed appropriately in terms of the use to 
which it has been allocated, widi appropriate public involvement, cost recovery, 
etc. . Suggcsdng that income f rom cost recovery, determining where and how often 
pest control is implemented, die issues of whether visitor services are provided and 
which types, whether concessions are allowed, how money is distributed among 
parks, and odier such decisions made by conservation managers are not about re
source allocation confirms Hartiey’s diesis diat current conservation policy-makers 
believe diey stand outside normal economic decision-making.

1 he briefing claims diat the discussion on ‘intrinsic values’ is irrelevant because 
DoC interprets diese to mean ‘existence values’. (Prior communication of diis 
might have softened Hardey’s criticism and helped odiers working in conservation.) 
It lurdier argues diat accountability is unrelated to die precise wording of die Con
servation Act as diere are numerous other documents diat provide a more concrete 
basis for decision-making and accountability. It is true diat many documents detail 
conservation management approaches. Yet neidier ol diese claims withstands scru
tiny. For example, il decision-making is related to ‘existence values’, then die cur
rent pest-control programmes suggest diat die existence values of native ecosystems 
are ol littie consequence. With less dian 25 per cent of native ecosystems being 
protected, currendy or prospectively, from die diree major herbivores, and less dian 
5 per cent widi adequate predator control, existence values must be declining over 
most of die estate. Yet lew would accept that die role of DoC is to manage die de
cline of the public conservation estate

1 he claim diat accountability and decision processes are adequate must also be 
questioned in light ol die December 1997 report of parliament’s Transport and 
Environment Select Committee (New Zealand Parliament, 1997). This report was 
based on information from the Audit Office and die Parliamentary Commissioner 
for die Environment, bodi of which noted poor reporting of activities. The report 
records diat die Audit Office noted that information-reporting systems were inade
quate and diat diere was litde evidence of self-review or peer review. The Commis
sioner for die Environment is recorded as saying diat DoC’s reports did not provide 
a clear picture of die department’s achievements and gave very litde sense of die 
actual results for conservation. Nor did annual reports ‘set out die quality, effec
tiveness or relevance ol die department’s outputs’. Moreover, ‘die annual report 
contained litde precision about die mediods by which die department assessed and 
monitored its activities and gave no clear sense of die medium and longer term di
rections for die department’s contribution to conservation management in New 
Zealand (New Zealand Parliament, 1997). It appears diat die concerns raised ear
lier by Craig and Stewart (1994) have not been addressed.

I he ministerial brief furdier dismisses die shift in emphasis diat Hardey advo
cates from intrinsic value to public appreciation. The fact that few people ‘enjoy’
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small and ugly invertebrates is used to argue that die existing approach is best. 
DoC’s five-year business plan (DoC, 1998) offers a greater acknowledgment of the 
importance of peoples’ values and provides some more specific reporting targets. 
However, it still lacks a clear focus, did not receive appropriate public input and 
retains imprecise wording (such as ‘when appropriate’) that allows management con
trol always to override stakeholder challenges and retain an internal management 
focus. Moreover, the comment that the public does not appreciate invertebrates is 
countered by World Wildlife Fund’s nature-trail initiative and the impending resto
ration of a private island.

Stephens and Lawless (forthcoming) argue that DoC’s use of public values to 
influence funding allocations will result in the type of conservation that die public 
wants being subsidised by die types diey do not. Moreover, diey argue diat as the 
public can already influence conservadon outcomes through die polidcal process, 
diere is no need for a more rapid and direct approach of markets. This assumes 
that DoC managers have a superior understanding of conservadon priorides, and 
diat any public involvement should not influence die reladve evaluadons of DoC’s 
priorides. If DoC believes diat its brief is to safeguard conservadon that is not ap
preciated by die public, dien it should hand over conservadon that die public does 
want to community and private management.

The current allocadon of mammal control furdier illustrates diese issues. On 
what criteria is 25 per cent of die public conservadon estate chosen for possum and 
goat control? Saunders (1998:33) claims diat die areas for full herbivore and preda
tor control (mainland islands) are chosen in die light of ‘sciendfic and management 
objeedves’. That all diese areas are remote from die large cides (aldiough two are 
on tourist routes) suggests diat a customer orientadon or public access is certainly 
not a criterion: so much for ‘die birthright of New Zealanders’ in die lower socio
economic groups diat die Minister professes to care about in his press release.

DoC’s rejecdon of muldple use and net conservadon benefit are good examples 
of its outdated mentality. Muldple use before DoC was set up in 1987, and as prac- 
dsed in some US parks, meant diat extraedve or destruedve uses sat togedier with 
non-extraedve and passive use. Widiout a clear guideline of sustainability, die result 
was harmful to nadve ecosystems. For areas widi high conservadon value, such 
muldple uses pose major management challenges (sec for example DoC, 1997c). 
Widi clearly articulated goals, it is possible to manage muldple-use mixes diat have 
die potential to produce gready enhanced conservadon outcomes. For example, 
forest conservation areas are already managed for muldple uses such as wilderness 
recreation, erosion control, hunting, biodiversity conservadon, and ecotourism. 
DoC could even heed Australian claims (Gotdiebsen, 1998) diat forests are carbon 
sinks that offset greenhouse gas-producing activities; in diis way it could earn sig
nificant additional income for conservadon. However, diis would require manage
ment changes: a considerable part of die money would have to be used to control 
pests in order to reverse the current loss of carbon. Widiout control of bodi her
bivorous and predatory mammals, die decline in nadve forest structure will result in 
a decline in carbon storage to a level below diat achievable from rotation pine plan-
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tations. Moreover, failure to accept that conservation is part of the market or that 
such an additional non-extractive use is part of conservation business would mean 
that government will claim any carbon credits from the public conservation estate 
and allocate them to industry. If conservation wishes to stand apart from the rest of 
the economy by failing to advocate earnings from conservation assets, then the only 
remaining option is government welfare.

Does the defensive reaction from DoC and conservation NGOs partly reflect 
the past actions of business? The current state of New Zealand’s biodiversity shows 
that much of the country’s prosperity has been won at the expense of die environ
ment (Glasby, 1991). Hartley (1997:217) argues diat ‘conservation needs to be bet
ter integrated with the rest of die economy’ and that ‘other economic acdvides can 
often be altered slighdy to deliver significant conservadon benefits’. He provides 
litde argument other than suggesdng ‘incendves’ and die need to reconsider prop
erty rights. A full analysis of conservadon strategies for New Zealand would have 
included an economic evaluadon and discussion of the role that business and 
councils play in conservadon. Some muldnadonal corporadons (such as Interface 
Inc.) have shown that business can promote conservadon by integradng environ
mental sustainability into dieir business plans dirough programmes such as The 
Natural Step (see for example Hawken 1993).

Conclusion

Intemadonally, conservadon organisadons have faced similar cridcisms to those 
levelled at DoC, and dealt widi diem in different ways. For example, die US Na- 
donal Parks Service, worried about managing public lands but seemingly delivering 
few public goods, in 1991 produced die Vail Agenda, a set of recommendadons for 
future management (United States Parks Service, 1991). Unlike widi past reviews 
and restructuring of DoC, large numbers of people were involved, over half of diem 
came from outside die US Parks Service itself, and it was independendy chaired. 
The debate over how best to fund die parks condnues (Leal & Fretwell, 1997). The 
New Soudi Wales Nadonal Parks Service has similarly announced a need to elabo
rate its vision for die next ten years dirough a public process. Internadonal agencies 
such as IUCN similarly argue for a need to re-evaluate conservadon management 
and recommend economic approaches similar to diose of Hartley.

New Zealand needs to undertake a similar project to establish a vision of con
servadon for New Zealand, preferably led by independent conservadon profession
als. The New Zealand government should commit itself to allowing the widest pos
sible debate and to adopdng die recommendadons that are produced.
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